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the beatles album wikipedia - the beatles also known as the white album is the ninth studio album by the english rock
band the beatles released on 22 november 1968 a double album its plain white sleeve has no graphics or text other than the
band s name embossed which was intended as a direct contrast to the vivid cover artwork of the band s earlier sgt pepper s,
the beatles the white album amazon com music - fulfillment by amazon fba is a service we offer sellers that lets them
store their products in amazon s fulfillment centers and we directly pack ship and provide customer service for these
products, beatles the beatles the white album amazon com music - fulfillment by amazon fba is a service we offer sellers
that lets them store their products in amazon s fulfillment centers and we directly pack ship and provide customer service for
these products, the beatles the beatles - the beatles or the white album as it became better known was released on 22nd
november 1968 on the fifth anniversary of their second album with the beatles, the white album concert chris cheney phil
jamieson - few records echo down through the years like the white album it s one of the most successful beatles events
ever staged in australia after two sold out tours in 2009 and 2014 chris cheney the living end phil jamieson grinspoon tim
rogers you am i and aria award winning solo artist josh pyke are reuniting for a 2018 tour in a nod, 17 colorful facts about
the beatles white album - the white album its official title is the decidedly simple the beatles was released on november 22
1968 to an eager audience released almost 18 months after the seminal sgt pepper s lonely hearts club band album the 30
song collection captured john lennon paul mccartney george, the white stripes album wikipedia - the white stripes is the
debut studio album by american alternative rock duo the white stripes released on june 15 1999 the album was produced by
jim diamond and vocalist guitarist jack white recorded in january 1999 at ghetto recorders and third man studios in detroit,
the white album the beatles the beatles bible - the beatles ninth original uk album and their 15th in the united states was
their first double length release commonly known as the white album the self titled collection of 30 songs stands as a
majestic cornucopia of styles born from one of the group s most creative periods, track listing on the white album the
white album project - notes this song was written while on meditation by paul with help from mike love of the beach boys it
is a parody of beach boys songs such as surfin usa the mention of ukraine girls and georgia was thought by many to be
sympathetic to communism and was denounced, history of the beatles white album - information about the beatles white
album from wikipedia the beatles is the ninth official british album and the fifteenth american album by the beatles a double
album released in 1968, richard hamilton pop artist designer of the beatles - most assume the stark white cover that
adorns the beatles ninth lp was the brainchild of john lennon or yoko ono it s minimalist and conceptual art influence was
definitely in step with the pair s avant garde leanings, white whale album discography - white whale album discography by
mike callahan mike owens david edwards and patrice eyries last update september 19 2005 white whale records was
started in 1965 in los angeles by ted feigin and lee lassiff, ty segall white fence joy drag city - ty and white fence again
and this time one and one don t make one there is only one ty segall and white fence their mind meld is complete and all
kinds of rock flows from their tap
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